Laicey Fashion
Medieval Kirtle pattern

Use PDF version at https://www.laicey.com/kirtle.htm

Sizing Information
This pattern is designed to fit a male body who might wear a 36-inch tunic and wears C cup breast forms.

42 inch bust, 38 inch underbust, 37 inches belly
It is roughly equivalent to the female UK size 16 to 18

No seam allowance included. I used 5/8 inch everywhere apart from eyeslets and button holes where I used 1 inch.

Lacing eyes:
Dashas show lacing eye positions on left side - 25mm apart and 10mm from edge.
Dots show lacing eyes on right side.
Top and bottom lacing eyes are in the same position left and right sides.

Dotted line shows vertical reference

Extend length to about 1 inch from ground.

SLEEVE

Sleeve center line

Sleeve opening shown left hand last button.

Seam at rear of sleeve. Button hole on inside part.
Button holes 15mm long, starting 5mm from edge and spaced 20mm apart.

35mm diameter templates for 10mm diameter buttons.
For my wool this repeated on 10mm diameter buttons.

Make sleeve too long and adjust shape after fitting.